
 

 

A Crash Course in Press Release Writing  
for Self-Published Authors 

 
One of the most popular ways to drive interest in an author’s 

web site or new book is the time-honored press release. 
 
Now while you might think simply downloading a PR template 

and filling in the blanks, then firing it off to as many places as 
possible will do the trick, truth is, it probably won't.  

 
And what's more, it could do you and your book more harm than good. 
 

Writing and syndicating a press release should be thought of strategically, and be used as 
part of a much broader marketing campaign. 
 

There are three things you need to think about when writing a press release: 
 

1. What to write about 
2. What to do with it once it is written 
3. What else you can do to maximize the effectiveness of PR 

 
There’s a great step-by-step article at www.wikihow.com/Write-a-Press-Release that will 

show you the mechanics. 
 
Pay close attention to their guidelines and write your press release as fast as possible but 

DO NOT RELEASE IT! 
 
Follow the guidelines you learned in school about rewriting, editing, and tightening up the 

copy. 
 

You’ll find that as you edit and rewrite it three or four time that it’ll get better and more 
concise and that’s what a press release is all about – getting the most important 
information into the shortest and most understandable format possible.  

 
A Checklist for Formatting Your Release 

 
How you present your news is just as important as your content.  
 

Follow these formatting guidelines to best use the PR distribution 
platform and search engine optimization. 
 

First and foremost – if you don’t know how to write good press 
release get a professional to do it for you. 

 
You still only get one chance at making a good first impression so don’t squander the 
opportunity but putting out an amateurish effort – it’ll just be rejected and leave you with 

the reputation of an uninformed beginner. 
 

Use “Title Case” for headlines. The first letter of each word capitalized. Exceptions to this 
include words less than three characters and prepositions. 

http://www.wikihow.com/Write-a-Press-Release


 

 
Don’t use ALL CAPS. It is considered bad form to submit a press release entirely in upper 

case letters. 
 

Have your Dateline look like this: City, State, Day, Month and Year. Including the city 
and town related to your news is optional, but helpful for readers. The date should reflect 
the date of distribution for your release.  

 
Keep even spacing and avoid special characters. Each paragraph should have natural 
line wraps, not forced line breaks. Leave one line break between each paragraph. It’s not 

necessary to include dashes, asterisks or other symbols to separate sections in your 
release. 

 
Limit in text links to one link per 100 words. These links include both anchor text links 
and active URL hyperlinks. 
 

Convert charts and graphs to images or PDFs. Attach graphs and charts to your release 
by converting them to images or PDFs as they will not display properly if they are cut and 
pasted into the text of your news release. 

 
Keep your release within 300–800 words. It is nearly impossible to announce your news 

in a few sentences. If you do not have more than a few sentences, you may not have an 
item worth announcing. 
 

Include your email address in your contact information.  
 
Send out the Press Releases 

As noted, a mention, article, or review in a magazine, 
newspaper, newsletter, radio, or TV show that has a viewership 

or listenership of thousands to millions is worth its weight in 
gold.  

Before you crack open the champagne, you need to know the 
true story on press releases. 

Whether you get a mailing list and do it yourself or pay a PR 
service to distribute your press releases for you, remember that 

the magazines, newspapers, newsletters, and websites that you 
send them to are not being paid for the release. 

What this means is that running your press release is strictly editor’s choice and 
the fact that you send out a press release does not mean that they will run it. 

This is not meant to be discouraging but it is important that you understand the reality of 
how press releases actually work.  

Some of the reasons that people don't run press releases are: 

 improperly formatted press releases 

 poorly written press releases 

 verbose press releases 



 press releases that don't make sense 

 And most importantly, press releases that they don't care about because they don't 
think that their readership will be interested. 

These reasons may not seem fair or equitable, but since we’re not paying for the release, we 
are at their mercy. 

I don't have any problem writing good press releases but what I’m not good at figuring out 
is what the editors are currently looking for in terms of topics-you’ll need a crystal ball and 

a lot of luck for that.  

I've written a lot of press releases in my career and some of them have created spectacular 
results while others have gotten virtually zero response both in terms of the editors actually 
running the press release and then from the public in terms of responding (or not 

responding) to the release. 

The short form is this: it's a crapshoot and a numbers game so the more press releases you 
put out, the more likely you are to get them printed and more people are likely to see and 
respond to them. 

As far as sending out press releases, I think this is one of those areas where you’re much 
better off paying an established firm.  

Looking up the contact information for the project is a time killer so it’s better to go with a 
firm that already has them loaded into their database. 

You’ll have to decide how much you can afford to spend on this part of the project because 

it’s not free and the responses and returns might not happen after the first release-it may 

take several ‘imprinting’s’ on people to get them to react and respond. 

Plan on spending anywhere from $75 to $400 per release (Depending on the company and 
the coverage) If you’re really dedicated, plan on at least seven releases (Maybe a year’s 
worth).   

I recently investigated several firms and the three that I’ll recommend to you, in no 
particular order, are: 

 Bostick Communications 

http://www.bostickcommunications.com/about.html 
 

 Businesswire (Berkshire-Hathaway) 

www.businesswire.com 

 

 PR Web 

http://www.prweb.com  
 
 
 

http://www.bostickcommunications.com/about.html
http://www.businesswire.com/
http://www.prweb.com/

